INTRODUCTION 1
More than twenty-five years ago, Henk Meijering called for further investigation in the area of Old Frisian phonology: 'It might be a good idea to take up the study of other linguistic changes which begin to show in the late Old Frisian period [...] like e.g. the h-deletion in initial position before a consonant, the so-called younger palatalization of /k/, the development of (-)ewe(-) to (-)iowe(-)'. 2 I suspect that Frisian linguistics is not known for its rapid developments but, nevertheless, the first of the three phenomena mentioned by Meijering did subsequently become the subject of one study, 3 and here I want to take up the third.
It is certainly not the case that the phenomenon in question has never been granted any attention; however, the longest treatment, by Willem van Helten, is now over a century old. 4 The field of phonology has made some progress since that time, and although van Helten had a good knowledge of Old Frisian, he was handicapped in that he was not well aware of developments in later stages of Frisian. Moreover, neither in van Helten's nor in later studies has the phenomenon been studied in its own right. At most, it has been mentioned in passing in accounts detailing the possible developments of individual vowels, like /i:/ or /e:/. 5 In etymological studies it was used as an argument to point to the source of the word in question; a good example is Hoekstra's recent study, which connects Modern West Frisian jamk with OFris *evenlik. 6 Other examples of this genre will come to pass in section 4. In summary, it is fair to say that although the phenomenon is not unknown among Frisian linguists and philologists, it has never been subject to an in depth treatment.
As Meijering has noted, the Old Frisian sequence ew can change into jow; but it is my contention that this is not the only relevant change in this respect. I hope to show that combinations of w and vowels at other heights underwent a similar change, and in my opinion this change can be analysed as a direct one, in that the phonological height remains constant. Putting length distinctions aside, this holds for /i(:)/ + /w/, which changes to /ju.w/, and possibly also for / (:)/ + /w/, resulting in /j .w/; this idea will be elaborated in section 2. Section 3 provides some phonological evidence in favour of the position taken here. The bulk of the evidence, however, is to be found in section 4, where an attempt is made to catalogue all the Frisian words which have undergone the process. In section 5, something will be said about the historical implementation of the change. The story ends in section 6 with a short conclusion.
It should be emphasized that the process under discussion is a feature of (Old) West Frisian only. 7 In North Frisian and East Frisian it is unknown, possibly, with the exception of a few place-names such as Jukwerd, Joeswerd and Sjuxum in the province of Groningen, i.e. in a formerly East Frisian area. 8 As can be deduced from the title, I dub the process with the term Jorwert Breaking. 'Breaking' is a well-known phenomenon within the field of Frisian historical phonology. Most commonly, it refers to the change of a 9 For these two types of 'breaking' process, see, respectively, D. Boutkan, 'On Labial Mutation and Breaking in Old Frisian', Approaches, 77-88, and H. T. J. Miedema, 'Friese plaatsnamen, tweetaligheid, brekingen en andere problemen', Naamkunde 19 (1987), 104-41. falling (central) diphthong into a rising one, for example in /stj n n/, the plural of /sti. n/ 'stone'. This change can be traced back to the Middle Frisian period, around the year 1700. Although the process is traditionally referred to as 'Modern Frisian Breaking', one cannot say that a monophthong is literally broken into a diphthong here; maybe this change is better described as a shift of accent within the diphthong itself. To be sure, the term 'breaking' is already used for two types of changes in the Old Frisian period. First, there is the breaking of short e into iu or io before the consonant clusters /xt/ or /xs/ which produces Old Frisian forms such as fiuchta 'to fight' and riucht 'right'. And, secondly, there is a breaking process before l + consonant clusters, also traceable to the late Old Frisian period, which yields Modern West Frisian forms like fjild 'field', jelmisse 'alms' and jelne 'ell' (measure of length). 9 In light of the above examples, the term 'breaking' for the process under review does not seem inappropriate. As we will see in the next section, it can be analysed as a shift of accent within the diphthong, a process quite similar to Modern Frisian Breaking. However, judging by the transition e.g. ew > jow, the approximant w seems to be a constant factor, so one could also claim that e polarizes into a rising diphthong jo. Let us therefore assume that it is justified to characterize the process as a form of breaking, especially when the Frisian linguistic tradition is taken into account.
Although this type of breaking does not solely occur in Frisian, I have not been able to come across a special term for it, other than 'stress shift'. But stresses can be shifted in many ways and places, so this term does not seem very fitting, and a new term to refer to the process might be in order. I have therefore decided to refer to the process as 'Jorwert Breaking', after the village of Jorwert, some 15 kilometres south-west of Ljouwert (Dutch: Leeuwarden), the capital of the province of Fryslân. This is done for three reasons. First, the first part of its name, Jor-, is a clear example of the process, the name of the village was formerly Everwerd. Second, using the name of this village in reference to the process has a certain tradition: witness Miedema's inaugural lecture Van York naar Jorwerd ('From York to Jorwerd'). And last but not least, it so happens that I became an inhabitant of the village. Had I not moved to Jorwert, I am sure this article would never have been written. 10 In this sense G. Gosses ('Snjeon', De Pompebledden 13 [1940] , 39-43, at 40) was completely right in characterizing 'de V as moater' ['V (functions) as a motor']. (Hamburg, 1988 (Hamburg, -1989 ) II, 165-90; A. Versloot, 'Aldwesterlauwersk Fryske /e:/ yn it Nijwesterlauwersk Frysk', IB 53 (1991), 71-96. 13 A. Spenter, Der Vokalismus der akzentuierten Silben in der Schiermonnikooger Mundart. Eine geschichtliche Studie des autochthonen westfriesischen Inseldialekts (Copenhagen, 1968), 150. 14 I present the vowels here as long, but Old Frisian also had short vowels before /v/.
ANALYSIS
The existence of Jorwert Breaking in Frisian, especially on such a large scale, is unthinkable without the weakening, i.e. vocalization of /v/ in Old Frisian. 10 The weakening could result in a deletion of /v/ after r and l, cf. MoFris stjerre 'to die' from /st rva/ and keal 'calf' from /kalv/. In intervocalic position, v could vocalize to the approximant w, e.g. OFris skriva /skri:va/ 'to write' changed to /skri:wa/.
As a second point of departure for my analysis, I assume that Old Frisian had four vowel heights. Although some scholars are undecided on this point, 11 this position is already alluded to by Theodor Siebs, and defended by Pieter Sipma, Henricus Miedema and Dietrich Hofmann; furthermore, on the basis of later developments in West Frisian dialects, Arjen Versloot has also concluded that there were two 's in Old West Frisian. 12 In this paper I also take the position that there were two 's, but as we will see later, it may be useful to keep an eye on this as yet unresolved question. As to both 's, the open one, here symbolized by [ :] , developed from a former long *ai and * y (from Germanic ai and au plus i-umlaut, respectively), while closed [e:] derived from PGmc , and by i-umlaut. One difficulty lies in the fact that both 's were not differentiated in Old Frisian orthography. However, thanks to the notation in Holthausen's Altfriesisches Wörterbuch the two are easily identified, as this dictionary registers the reflexes from the long monophthongs as and the reflexes from the old diphthongs as ê. Arne Spenter assumes even five vowel heights for the long vowels in Old West Frisian, 13 but it is unlikely that such a constellation would have formed a stable system. Therefore, I prefer a four-height system as in (1): 14 15 See D. Hofmann, 'Die "spätgermanische" Silbenquantitätsverschiebung und die Doppelschreibung alter kurzer Konsonanten in den altwestfriesischen Quellen', Gesammelte Schriften, II, 206-14, at 210. 16 Hoekstra, 'An Outline History of West Frisian', 727.
(1) i:
u: e: o: :
: a:
As long as v was a fricative, it belonged to the onset of a following syllable, e.g. OFris skri-va. However, as a glide w, it became an ambisyllabic transition sound between two syllables. Hence, w became the last element of the preceding syllable and merged with the preceding vowel. 15 This kind of contraction caused Modern West Frisian to differ somewhat more from neighbouring languages. It resulted in such forms as nâle 'navel', hauk 'hawk' (Du havik), Aldehou 'church tower in Leeuwarden' (Du Oldehove), do 'pigeon' (Du duif), and ûne 'oven' (Du oven).
Applied to the schema in (1), the contraction of w yields the following combinations:
(2)
In the contraction process, the original long vowel was undoubtedly shortened somewhat, and the original short vowels will have been lengthened. The net result is indicated here by a single dot. For ease of reference I will use the term 'diphthong' for this result, although I leave open the question whether this is correct, i.e. whether w is part of the nucleus of the syllable or should be situated outside of it.
After contraction, a further process of diphthongization took place. And this is what I call 'Jorwert Breaking'. The front vowel becomes a back vowel which itself is preceded by the palatal glide /j/. Since /a.w/ cannot be retracted, this combination is not involved in the process. As to a(:) and vocalized v, there was only contraction to /a.w/, which later merged with / .w/. 16 For an overview of the terminology, see M. L. A. I. Philippa, 'Verwarring rond de velaarumlaut: een kwestie van terminologie', ABäG 17 (1982), 113-28. 18 These examples are taken from G. Gosses, 'Stijgende diphtongen en accentverschuiving in het Friesch', Accentwisseling in de diphtongen. Bijdragen en mededelingen der Dialecten-Commissie van de Nederlandse Akademie van Wetenschappen te Amsterdam 5 (1944), 9-17, at 12. Nature, according to a sound basic assumption, is organized in a simple way. Therefore, it would be most natural to assume that vowel height in this operation remains constant, hence the following schema:
( For Jorwert Breaking, it will be clear that the change is instigated by the glide w. However, what influence can be attributed to w? It has two features that may be of moment: it is back and it is round. These two features are related, in that [+ back] implicates [+ round]. In (3), the vocal nucleus of the resulting sound is a back vowel, which suggests that it has been the feature [+ back] of the glide w that has caused the change. The feature [+ back] would have spread then to the left. Something like this appears to have been the idea of Damaris Nübling in her discussion of MoWFris jouwe 'give (pl.)' in the paradigm of the verb jaan 'to give' (OFris ieva), since she analyses such a form as 'eine nichtlautgesetzliche regressiv-assimilatorische Velarisierung und Labialisierung des vorangehenden e > o(u)'. 21 For a verb like ieva such a regressive assimilation might hold water, since it happens to possess /j/ in anlaut. But the problem is that an initial /j/ pops up in front of the new back vowel in other cases of Jorwert Breaking. Why should this be? If it were really the case that w would pass its feature [+ back] to the preceding vowel, why should that not be enough? Why does Jorwert Breaking not result in /u.w/ instead of /ju.w/, /o.w/ instead of /jo.w/, and / .w/ instead of /j .w/?
The answer, I suspect, is to be found in the phonetics of the process. To get an idea of what is going on, it is instructive to pronounce the original falling diphthong very slowly. Then it will appear that the outcome is already found in the input. Let us take /i.w/ as an example. On careful listening it will appear that, in the transition of i to w, a light u can be heard. The transition is not abrupt, but rather, as in all connected speech, the one sound smoothly runs over into the following one. After i, the mouth is preparing for w, there is lip-rounding and the tongue is moving backwards. The result is something like u, which changes into w in the course of speech. When we apply the same experiment to /e.w/, then we can hear a sound resembling o, between e and w. No wonder, since by rounding an /e:/, and at the same time moving the tongue backwards, we end up with an /o:/. And with respect to / .w/, this transitory sound is even more open, and hence it can be identified with / :/.
As such, these transitory sounds are of minor importance. The ordinary speaker/listener will not notice them, at most he will be aware of both parts of the diphthong, and not what subtleties are going on in the transition between the two parts. These only have a phonetic role. For the medium level, we might assign the following notation for this state of affairs: EoW. cluster. However, let us imagine that things are beginning to shift, and that within the combination the prominence does not rest on the first element any longer. In that case, the transitory element would become more stressed and might take over the prominence, producing an intermediate stage symbolized here as EOW. As a result, the first element has no other choice but to weaken and become a glide, possibly as a consequence of the Glide Parameter: 'a non-head vowel is [+ high]'. 22 The end result, then, is JOW.
Perhaps, we can make the emergence of j plausible even without appealing to such a formal principle. It is a striking fact that one of the features of /j/ is that of a hiatus filler, i.e. a transitional element when a front vowel and a back vowel come together, the more so when the latter has more stress. This is nicely illustrated in the Dutch acronym EO (for Evangelische Omroep 'Evangelical Broadcast') or the name Theo. In concatenated speech these two are pronounced as [e.jo:] and [te.jo:], respectively. Now, recall that we have found that the transition of [e:] to [w] raises an o. In turn, we now see that the transition from [e:] to [o] can evoke a j. All in all, phonetically we get something like [e:jow], of course pronounced in concatenation. Now, if [e:jow] is indeed formed, then the following scenario is conceivable. We take as a point of departure that the stress shifted to the second part, so to o, and hence that the first part lost its stress, at least to a large extent. Schematically, this gives EJOW. In this sequence, we can perceive two pure vocalic elements: E and O. However, the existence of two full vowels in one syllable is precluded. Hence, the logical outcome is that the stronger of the two, which is now [o:], survives and that the weaker one, now [e.], is lost. What is left, then, is the sequence [jo:w], or, as we assumed before, phonetically possibly more correct: [jo.w]. And thus, this remnant opens with j.
A crucial assumption for the analysis is that the accent within the diphthong must have shifted backwards. Such a development is probably not coincidental. In Frisian there appears to exist a tendency to change falling diphthongs into rising ones. In the introductory section, I already mentioned the phenomenon of Modern Frisian Breaking. But also in the Old Frisian period the same tendency can be observed. Take for instance OFris dua 'to do', which, after shifting stress, became MoFris dwaan. 23 Or, to turn to another category and at the same time to the front glide, take OFris liaf (cf. Du lief, G lieb, E lief), which after a shift of stress changed to ljaaf, eventually becoming MFris ljeaf and MoFris leaf. There are more examples like these; however, the effects of such instances of accent shift are less far-reaching than of Jorwert Breaking. One of the differences is that the first part of the original diphthong was already represented by a high vowel (i or u), and therefore it could rather easily change into a glide. A more serious difference is to be found in the second part of the original diphthong. That was not formed by a glide, but rather by a full vowel, though this vowel did not bear the main stress. It received main stress after the shift, however, and afterwards it underwent all the historical changes that affected comparable full vowels.
All in all, for Jorwert Breaking we can conclude that w was the instigator of the process, but that it was not involved any further. The element was there before the process and remained afterwards. This w is real, and is more than just a phonetic termination inherent to every round vowel. For instance, for those speakers of southern or eastern West Frisian dialects which have the word bedriuw 'company' as [b drju.w], this word surely does not rhyme with doe [du] 'then', containing a short monophthong, or with the interjection boeh [bu:] 'boo!', with a long vowel.
The analysis, as applied to the mediate level /e.w/, can be transferred to the other levels /i.w/ and / .w/ as well. Nevertheless, some slight differences may possibly exist. Realization of a transitional j seems easiest within i.w. The reason is, of course, that i is phonetically closest to j. But the situation with respect to .w is different, as in the transition of to intermediate an intermediate j is far from conspicuous. Naturally, this can be related to the greater degree of opening of / / and / /, in which environment the formation of j is far more difficult. No doubt, the situation with respect to e.w can be situated between these two extremes. That j is easier to be formed after /e:/ than after / :/ can also be heard from these monophthongs themselves, at least in Modern West Frisian. After /e:/, a j-like ending always shows up; for this reason the sound may be characterized as a kind of diphthong in the phonetic sense. In contrast, the pronunciation of / :/ is far closer to that of a real monophthong.
It is possible that differences in the emergence of j have repercussions for the emergence of Jorwert Breaking itself. The phenomenon of Jorwert Breaking does not occur very frequently, it seems, but, as we will see in the next section, when it does, then mostly at the highest level, i.e. i.w > ju.w. Outside Frisian, I have not come across the transition e.w > jo.w, nor .w > j .w. However, to the best of my knowledge, the occurrence of the phenomenon across the world's languages has never been investigated, so it is conceivable that there are other languages that exhibit the process at the lower levels too. It would be interesting if my idea turns out to be true, namely that the phenomenon is more frequent at the higher levels, and that the hierarchy manifests itself in such a way that if a language features the phenomenon at a lower level, then it will also exhibit it at higher level(s hypothesis can only be tested if the language in question has the relevant vowels in its phonological system. This hierarchy also predicts that the breaking of .w > j .w is the most difficult to realize. It will become clear in section 4 that Frisian itself may provide a direct illustration for this hypothesis.
As noted at the outset, the phenomenon of Jorwert Breaking has not gone unnoticed in Frisian linguistics, and there have been attempts of an analysis before. Already in the first publication which mentions the phenomenon, Buitenrust Hettema suggested that a shift of stress was involved; he also assumed an insertion of u before w. 24 However, this insertion is not motivated phonetically, but mainly for reasons of orthography, it seems. The insertion of u, regardless of the quality of the preceding sound, is repeated by many authors. 25 Problematic is also the emergence of initial /j/. Buitenrust Hettema simply assumed a development e > i > j, and Siebs suggests a 'spaltung des ê und vocalisierung des b,-zu iou?', both without motivation. 26 A more plausible explanation for the emergence of /j/ is offered by Van Helten. 27 If I interpret him well, van Helten suggests that the transition of a falling into a rising diphthong is performed at the highest level, so in /iu/. The change i > j is indeed a small one. This analysis has found general acceptance in the literature, also for the transition at the lower level(s). 28 The effect is that in order to perform the change, the falling diphthong first has to be raised to /iu/. Then, at that level, the shift to a rising diphthong has to take place, which subsequently lowers again. This analysis has some obvious disadvantages. First, in contrast to my analysis, the change is not a direct one. Second, the raising (and lowering) is unmotivated. At best, it is connected to the general Frisian raising of /e:/ > /i. /; but for / :/ such a raising to the highest level is problematic. 29 However, the most serious objection that can be raised against such an analysis is that what once went up must also come down again. Assuming that all transitions of a falling diphthong into a rising one were performed within /iu/, how could a speaker 30 For a comprehensive account, see my, 'Jorwertbrekking', section 4. 31 For instance, a notation /yu/ is offered for words such as liuw 'lion' and bliuwe 'to stay' in Hoekstra, 'Standard West Frisian', 84.
of Old Frisian know that in the one case he had to keep the output at the highest level, and in the other case he had to lower it to /jo.w/, or even further to /j .w/? In sum, the bad motivation for the emergence of intitial /j/ and the arbitrariness between input and output of the process are serious flaws of this and previous analyses. Other details could be criticized as well, but reasons of space prevent me from discussing them here. 30
EVIDENCE (I): THE SOUNDS
Up till now, the analysis has been a fairly theoretical construct, so the time has come to provide some tangible evidence. Firstly, I will give some direct evidence, and then turn to earlier stages in the language.
The most striking element in my analysis is that it predicts that in Jorwert Breaking vowel height is constant, compare the schema in (3). The first indication for a constant vowel height can be destilled from a simple phonetic experiment. If one slowly tries to accomplish Jorwert Breaking orally, then it will appear that the simplest way to realize this is by remaining at the same height. So, the change of /i.w/ to /ju.w/ is the easiest one. A potential conversion from /i.w/ to /jo.w/ requires much more effort, and even more so the change from /i.w/ to /j .w/. The reverse is also true. So, / .w/ is most easily transformed into /j .w/, whilst a change into /ju.w/ would feel quite unnatural.
An example of how easy the transition can be accomplished is the word sleau 'lethargic'. I think I picked up the pronunciation [sle.w] from my home language, but I guess that nowadays it is more often [sljo.w]. However, potential varieties such as [sli.w], [sl .w], [slju.w] or [slj .w] are absolutely out of order. But within the same vowel height there is an easy and smooth transition. This makes it also possible that within the falling diphthong, on its way to its final goal, the first element can already prepare for rounding. 31 To a certain extent, it can also be perceived in other languages that Jorwert Breaking occurs in one and the same vowel height. One source is the dialect of the Frisian island of Schiermonnikoog. Although definitely Frisian, this dialect differs considerably from varieties of Frisian spoken on the mainland. In the first printed texts of the Schiermonnikoog dialect, we see the spellings jieoewer for modern ieuwr [i.wr] 'over', Bjuer for modern bieuwr [bi.wr] 'farmer' and djuesen for modern dieuwzen [di.wz n] 'thousand'. 32 At the beginning of the twentieth century, the pronunciation of present-day hieuwn [hi.wn] 'dog' was hju.n. 33 Fokkema observes for /i.w/: 'Deze tweeklank is soms stijgend en klinkt dan als ju'. 34 From a recent inquiry, I learned that today the diphthong /i.w/ is only falling, but this material teaches us nevertheless that once it could easily be converted into a rising /ju.w/. However, in the Schiermonnikoog dialect I did not come across a conversion at lower levels, i.e. into /jo.w/ or /j .w/. It is also worth noting that the Schiermonnikoog examples are pronounced with a high back vowel in their mainland Frisian counterparts, and thus do not constitute a possible input for Jorwert Breaking there.
In English, we can observe something similar. Words such as new or ewe are pronounced as [nju:] and [ju:]. Roger Lass dates this 'Jorwert Breaking' back to the seventeenth century, so at a time when the former diphthong /eu/ (in Lass's notation) was already raised to /iu/. 35 The fact that we particularly observe Jorwert Breaking of /i.w/ in the Schiermonnikoog dialect and in English might not be a coincidence, as I have argued in the preceding section.
If Jorwert Breaking can be pursued so easily as argued above, and if it is sometimes not easy either to obtain a clear perceptual difference between input and outcome, then it may not come as a surprise that there can be a great deal of variation. In the Old Frisian sources, forms with and without Jorwert Breaking sometimes act together. It also occurs that words that exhibited Jorwert Breaking in Old Frisian lost the feature in later times. Miedema draws attention to the co-occurrence of forms with a rising and a falling diphthong in Old Frisian, but this phenomenon can be observed in later times too. 36 His explanation that spelling conventions have a role to play may well be true, but at the same time it should not necessarily be the whole truth in light of the phonetic uncertainty just sketched.
The fact that Jorwert Breaking could easily come but also easily go makes one somewhat suspicious about the central message of Miedema's inaugural lecture Van York naar Jorwerd of 1966. Miedema observes that in the early Middle Ages maritime Frisians and Vikings entertained intensive contacts. Furthermore, he claims that Old Norse also exhibited Jorwert Breaking and concludes that the Vikings must have exported the phenomenon to Frisia. He mentions the place-name York (from Ever-vik) and the name of the Frisian village Jorwert (from Ever-werd) as typical examples. However, the problem with such a theory, especially when the phenomena are situated in pre-history, is that its validity is hard to prove. At best, one can assume a certain plausibility, but nevertheless doubts can be raised against Miedema's position. It can always be questioned how serious and frequent such contacts with speakers of Norse actually were -according to Dirk Blok they should not be estimated too highly. 37 This notwithstanding, from the kind of language contact involved, it can be predicted that this must have resulted in borrowing of lexical material rather than in the imposition of grammatical features. However, even the quantity of shared words exhibiting Jorwert Breaking provided by Miedema is not very impressive. Miedema overlooked the obvious possibility that the change could emerge within the Frisian language itself. As we have seen above, Jorwert Breaking fell on fertile soil, since as a result of the weakening of v it can be predicted so many words could act as possible input. I am not alone in my doubts about Old Norse as a cause of Frisian Jorwert Breaking: neither Dietrich Hofmann nor Karel Gildemacher believe the thesis, nor does Blok, who observes the extended lapse between the time when the shift manifested itself in York (ninth century) and Jorwerd (fourteenth century). 38
EVIDENCE (II): THE WORDS

Introduction
I would now like to turn to the historical evidence in Frisian. It is my aim to present all the words that have undergone Jorwert Breaking. Of course it is important to present as much evidence concerning the phenomenon as possible, especially as these data can support the analysis presented in section 2.
The compilation of the list has not been without difficulties. Our reconstructions of former forms and situations cannot be more than theoretical concepts; they need not necessarily correspond with the reality of the past. A typical example is the uncertainty about both long e's as discussed in section 2. Furthermore, it cannot be assumed in advance that Jorwert Breaking took place at one point in history. Furthermore, a complicating factor is that there have been all kinds of sound changes which may have disturbed the input and also the output of the process. For instance, in Frisian, lengthening of short /a/ instigated a series of raisings: original long /a:/ raised to / :/, original long / :/ raised to /e:/ or even /i. /, and finally former /e:/ 39 See A. Versloot, 'Aldwesterlauwersk Frysk /e:/', IB 53 (1991), 71-96. 40 See, for instance, G. van der Meer, 'Toppenhúster konsonantyske bigjingroepen', UW 19 (1970), 39-43. 41 W. L. van Helten, 'Zur Lexicologie und Grammatik des Altwestfriesischen', 360, offers the writings nowa and nouwa 'nephew', where some letter j or i was to be expected. 42 A nice indication of possible uncertainty in this respect is indicated in the overview in A. Feitsma, De autografemen in het werk van Gysbert Japicx. Een verkennend grafematisch onderzoek naar de taal van Gysbert Japicx en een bijdrage tot de friese spellinggeschiedenis (Leeuwarden, 1974), 448-51 and 482-90. 43 H. T. J. Miedema, 'Iets over A. Spenter (1926 Spenter ( -1977 en de etymologie van Fries slûch "slaperich" en stjûch "koppig"', Taal en Tongval 32 (1982), 212-24, at 219. changed to /i. /. 39 Moreover, there can be dialectical differences, and those of former centuries are often unknown to us. Most additional changes come up in the course of the following discussion. One feature I already want to mention here is the deletion of initial /j/ of the broken cluster. For one thing, this is part of a much broader tendency, especially in the south-western regions of the province, and then especially after r and l. 40 So, the preterite form bleau /blj .w/ of the verb bliuwe 'to remain' became /bl .w/. However, this j was sometimes not written also in Old Frisian times, for example in op grouwa 'to dig up' in Codex Aysma. 41 This observation brings us to the issue of unreliable spellings.
It has been noted that both open and closed e are not kept apart in Old Frisian orthography. As for the digraph <ou>, it could represent / .w/, but also /o:/ or its diphthongized product (/o.w/), and maybe even /u(:)/. 42 And what about a spelling like joegh 'eternal'? Miedema supposes a pronunciation [ju(:)x] but, in my opinion, [jo:x] is equally plausible. 43 To give one more example: in the Old Frisian spelling iuw the initial i may indicate /j/, and in this case we are concerned with a broken sound. But it could just as well stand for /i/, and then it represents the first part of a falling diphthong.
As mentioned previously, the primary purpose of the present account of Jorwert Breaking in Frisian is to give support to the hypothesis of constant vowel height, and its arrangement follows from this perspective. Of the words involved, I just offer the basic forms -compounds and derivations are implicated. The list is not restricted to Old Frisian per se; for a proper view at the phenomenon it seems appropriate to take a wider perspective. In fact, the picture is quite diverse. Some instances of Jorwert Breaking only seem to show up for the relevant word in the Old Frisian period, e.g. forms like op grouwa and nouwa. Since Old Frisian sources are rather scarce, there are also younger forms that have not come to us from medieval sources, but many of them have probably existed for a longer time. Although it has been my intention to be exhaustive, I am not under the illusion that the collection is complete. Especially in the rather heterogeneous field of personal names and place-names, I may well have overlooked some candidates. But also the fact that especially Old West Frisian is poorly investigated lexicographically poses a hindrance. For these reasons, I have restricted myself to those words that represent relatively clear cases. These are the cases of a direct change of /i.w/ > /ju.w/. At best, they might be supplemented by two other words from Middle and Modern Frisian, namely njoer 'angry; frightening' and slûch 'sleepy', but their derivation is problematic; moreover, plausible alternative etymologies have been offered elsewhere. 49 As already noted, the regularity of Jorwert Breaking is disturbed by other phonological changes. One of these is Lowering, which caused OFris /u:/ to change to /o:/. Examples are OFris k 'cow', compared to MoFris ko, and OFris sk va 'to shift, shove', which is now skowe. Jarich Hoekstra gives as a condition that the relevant sound should be in 'word-final position and hiatus', 50 and this seems to be fulfilled by the relevant words involved in Jorwert Breaking. The result, then, is that the breaking product /ju.w/ changed into /jo.w/. It is tempting to assume that the heartland of this change is to be situated in the north-west, in particular since in the region north-east of the town of Harns (Dutch: Harlingen) the vowels in words like ko and skowe lowered even further to kou [k .w] and skouwe, respectively. This further lowering seldom took place in words which were involved in Jorwert Breaking, but here it is striking that this one-stage lowering of /ju.w/ > /jo.w/ indeed covered the northern, western and central language area, and that only a small strip in the south and in the east was left unaffected, in addition to isolated places such as the Frisian islands and the fishing villages of Peazens and Moddergat in the north-east.
The awkward effect of this lowering is that its results interfere with the outcome of Jorwert Breaking one level lower, i.e. /e.w/ > /jo.w/. Nevertheless, there are some ways of distinguishing the two. This can be done on the basis of etymology, and dialectal varieties can often be found where the old /ju.w/-outcome is still alive. Here follow the words in which Lowering has been active:
(6) bliuwe etc. This Modern Frisian verb, 'to remain', was OFris b(i)l va.
According to Hof it has become /bljuw / in the south and along the eastern border of the language area. 51 Hof is of the opinion -and I wholeheartedly agree -that the form /bljow / is a later development. Sieuwke. According to Van der Schaar and Gerritzen, this personal name has the same origin as Sjoerd, 60 see below under (9). It is broken to [sjuk ] , but also lowered to [sjo:k ]. skriuwe, OFris skr va 'to write'. For further information, cf. bliuwe above. triuwe 'to throw'. Miedema relates this verb to ON þrífa 'to take, catch' and reconstructs an Old Frisian form *thr va. 61 For more information, cf. bliuwe above. wiuwe 'to wave'. Middle Dutch knew a form wiven. 62 The Old Frisian cognate will have been *w va. For more information, cf. bliuwe above.
Wiuwert. For this place-name, van Berkel and Samplonius mention an early
form Wywerth (1370). 63 Today the pronunciation is [vju.w t], which is also lowered to [vjo.w t]. wriuwe 'to rub'. In view of MDu wriven, the Old Frisian form will have been *wr va, a form also assumed by Kloosterman. 64 For more information, cf. bliuwe above.
The verb priuwe 'to taste' constitutes a small problem. Van Helten assumed an older form *prêva, 65 which is in accordance with the northern form 'pr . uw ', mentioned by Hof, 66 hence with v-vocalization, but without Jorwert Breaking. However, according to Hof, the word acts like bliuwe etc. in the other regions. Analogy could be at play here, and then the word does not fit well in the category discussed here. But it may also be the case that former /e:/ took part in the raising to /i:/ before it entered Jorwert Breaking. Lowering of the broken product is one possibility for a later development. Another is palatalization. The nuclear vowel of the broken diphthong is then fronted, thereby keeping its rounded character. 67 Without doubt, the instigator of this fronting is the initial /j/, it being a front element, too. Note also that /j/ often deleted after fronting the vowel. As was the case with Lowering, this fronting is part of a wider process in which the products of 68 Hof, Friesche dialectgeographie, 238-42. 69 Hoekstra, 'An Outline History of West Frisian', 727. Jorwert Breaking were simply absorbed. Hof provides beautiful data, and he already points to j as the instigator. 68 From this data one can conclude that such fronting only took place after complex initial clusters, i.e. if there is at least one more consonant before j. Apparently, as a consequence of this complexity, there was a need for simplification which was accomplished by way of adjusting the following back vowel to j. So, this condition might explain why no palatalization took place in MoFris jûn 'evening', with its simple onset, in contrast to sneon 'Saturday', with its complex initial cluster snj-, although both possessed the same element joon (< evend). However, this is an example of fronting of /o(:)/, which will be discussed in more detail below.
Palatalization at a higher level, i.e. fronting of /u(:)/, is not to be excluded out of hand, either. With constant vowel height, something like /(j)ü(:)/ is to be expected. Indeed, Hoekstra observes [skr(j)ü.w ] as a possible presentday pronunciation of skriuwe 'to write'. 69 And if it were a solid example of Jorwert Breaking, Gysbert Japix's spelling njuer (17th c.) might be another case, but we have already questioned whether the word njoer underwent Jorwert Breaking at all. So, a better historical example might be: However, it is striking that in most of the relevant cases, especially in environments where shortening may occur, it is not the expected /ü/ that emerges, but rather short /ö/. This lower outcome may be explained by assuming that these words were first involved in the lowering of /ju.w/ to /jo.w/. Hence, these words also came into the reach of a different level of Jorwert Breaking, and so added to the complicated picture: Breaking, the word must have been lowered, before undergoing palatalization. See also ski d in (5) and ski d in (12). stjurje 'to congeal, clot'. According to Miedema from stiverje 'to become stiff'. 72 After Jorwert Breaking, one would expect this to change to /stju. rj /. This form must later have undergone Lowering and Fronting.
Words having two variants, one with palatalization and one without, are also found:
(9) Sjoerd, male personal name, according to Miedema from Sieuwerd (< (*)Sigiward). 73 The name has a female counterpart in Sjoerdsje. For the female form, Winkler also mentions the palatalized variants Sjutsje and Sjuurdtje, Sjuutje (the last two in Dutch spelling). 74 stjûch 'headstrong, stubborn'. This adjective is now obsolete, but was still current before 1800. Only in the conservative dialect of Hylpen (Dutch: Hindeloopen) does the non-broken form stiuwch 'stiff' still exist. Although there have been other etymological suggestions, a derivation of stivich from stiif 'stiff' plus suffix -ich is most plausible. Miedema mentions the palatalized form stjuch /stjöx/ found in the writings of the early twentieth-century dialectologist J. J. Hof. 75 Another variant, steuch /stö:x/, could possibly be interpreted as a result of fronting (plus jdeletion) as well. 76 In conclusion, it appears that Jorwert Breaking at the highest level holds up to the expectation that /i.w/ changes to /ju.w/, so retaining its vowel height. However, the outcome of the process is disturbed in many places, due to secondary processes such as Lowering and Fronting.
The lowest level: .w > j .w
As discussed in section 2, we may assume, albeit with some provisos, that there existed two 's, However, not only words with original long / :/ are qualified for Jorwert Breaking at the lowest level. Short / / occurred before original v as well.
When v vocalized, then without doubt short / / will have lenghtened in the subsequent diphthongization process, resulting in / .w/. The next words are representative:
hjouwer 'oat', not recorded for Old Frisian. According to Spenter from Gmc *a with 'Tonerhöhung' ('Fronting'), so presumably resulting in / /. 81 Hoekstra reconstructs OFris *hevere. 82 Jorwert, place-name, from Ever-werd. After Jorwert Breaking had taken place, Miedema assumes a form Jouwer-. 83 Then, contraction resulted in /j r/-. According to Winkler, the element Ever-was also prone to breaking in other name types. 84 For its etymology this dictionary points to Du gerei, gereed(schap) and G Gerät, a suggestion which on formal grounds must be seriously questioned. Alternatively, Buitenrust Hettema's assumption of OFris *rêwe is much more plausible. 101 Presumably, the latter word is incorporated in the derivation birêvia in MS Jus, interpreted by Buma as '[Dutch] laden, beladen' (to load, burden'). 102 It is interesting to notice that this Old Frisian verb also seems to have undergone Jorwert Breaking. At least, Jus also has a variant birouwia. ski d (OFris), probably from earlier skewed. For more details, cf. ski d under (5) in section 4.2 above and sjudden in (8 skreauwe (MoFris) 'to shout', perhaps a loan from MoDu schreeuwen. WFT only mentions the pronunciation /skrjo.w /, but according to my own observations /skre.w / occurs as well. sleau 'lethargic', from OFris *sl w(e). Both the pronunciations /sle.w/ and /sljo.w/ are found. It is cognate with, e.g., Du sleeuw and E slow.
As in the highest level, fronting occurs here too, mostly in its long form, as /ö. /, but also shortened to /ö/. Among other forms, this palatalization can be observed in the past tense and past participle forms bleau /blö. / and bleaun /blö. n/ from the verb bliuwe 'to remain' and similar verbs. However, the situation in this instance is rather complex and will be discussed later. The same applies to kleaune in (16), which also has its particular complications. Consequently, for direct cases of fronting we are left with:
(13) ljurk 'lark'. Århammar has argued that this word was borrowed from Middle Dutch as lêwerik. 103 Next, Jorwert Breaking and some further contraction would have given *ljoork, whence modern ljurk /ljörk/ as the result of subsequent palatalization and shortening. Van Helten postulated a form with iou, 104 a form which Århammar thinks is confirmed in the early seventeenth-century spelling liourck (Burmania Proverbs). But as argued above, it is not possible to draw reliable conclusions on the basis of the spelling +ou,. sneon [snö. n], from OFris sunna-evend 'Saturday'. Holthausen presents vend, which points to /e.w/. Spenter, too, gives /e:/ as the input, which therefore yields an expected Jorwert Breaking to /jo.w/. 105 Of the first element, only sn-survived. After palatalization, j was also deleted.
In section 4.2, in our account of Jorwert Breaking at the level of /i.w/ > /ju.w/, we saw that its product could undergo a lowering to /jo.w/. A similar lowering seems to be possible for the products of Jorwert Breaking of original /e.w/, in this case lowering resulting in /j .w/. Again, the criterion seems to be the position in open syllable. We have already encountered an example in our account of ljurk in (13) and perhaps also in some other spellings with +ou,. And as before, this lowering has a wider range than 106 Hofmann, 'Thor, "Donnerstag" und "Donner" in Friesland'; Hoekstra, 'Iampck ist en iamcker wirtet mecke'. solely the products of Jorwert Breaking. Already Hofmann pointed out this fact, as did Hoekstra in a subsequent article. Hoekstra mentions cases such as MoFris (Alde)hou '(old) churchyard' < howe, rouwe 'scab' < *rowe and douk 'bung' < *dowik. 106 And, as we have seen before, an inconvenient consequence of this lowering process is that its results match the direct results of Jorwert Breaking at one level lower. Two relevant cases are worth mentioning:
hjouw(e) (MoFris) 'dip net', cf. Du haaf, have; in Scandinavian languages also with long a. This vowel could have been closed /e:/ in Old Frisian; Buma assumes OFris *hêve. The breaking product /jo.w/ will have been lowered to /j .w/. 107 Ljouwert, the name of the capital of Fryslân. According to Buma from Lêwert. In Old Frisian, spellings with -ow-as well as -ouw-are found. 108 However, at the mid level, a movement to a lower position is not the only possibility. Theoretically, the opposite direction is also available. And indeed, this is what has happened, at least in some instances. The condition seems to have been that the stem vowel was followed by l or n. Again, this is part of a more general process. Examples are MoFris stoel /stu. l/ < OFris st l or ModFris sûn < OFris sond. Relevant for our purposes are:
(15) jûn (MoFris) 'evening'. For Old Frisian, Holthausen lists vend, which points to /e.w/, and also Spenter has /e:/ as input with subsequent Jorwert Breaking to /jo.w/. In the Old West Frisian manuscript Jus we find (case endings included), spellings such as iounde, ioendes, jond, iond, jonde.
In Modern Frisian the form joon /jo.n/ is still found in a small area in the south-east, in the other areas it was raised to /jun/. sjoel (-) . This stem can be found in nouns and verbs designating 'to slide' or 'to drag'. According to Hoekema it should be related to an Old Frisian verb 'to slide'. 109 The ordinary Old Frisian form for this meaning is sk va, but Hoekema argues that a variant ski va must have existed, too. Later, that form must have raised to ski va. To make things complete we have to assume that a suffix -el is also involved (Hoekema does not mention this). Then, a combination of verbal stem plus suffix would manifest itself in such Modern Frisian compounds as skevelbûgel, skevel-keatting and skevelplaat (all parts of an old-fashioned plough) and in the verb skeuvelje 'to shuffle'. Since -k-can delete in the consonant cluster skj-(MoFris sjitte 'to shoot' from OFris ski ta is a case in point), application of Jorwert Breaking would result in *sjool. After raising, this form would have ended in sjoel.
Although some secondary changes were witnessed, the picture that has emerged up till now is pretty clear: Jorwert Breaking can change /e.w/ into /jo.w/. However, there are also words which distort the picture somewhat. First, some came up with original long /a:/ which in Frisian raised to / :/; here it looks as if Jorwert Breaking took place only at the higher level of /e:/:
(16) greauwen (MoFris) 'dripping', but more relevant is E greaves, G Grieben.
In the south-east this word is still without v-weakening (greven), but the south-west has it; moreover, most of the language area also shows Jorwert Breaking, resulting in /grjo.w n/. Spenter suggests that the word should have shown i , with subsequent deletion of its first part 'Gemäß der Regel vor Resorption der ersten Komponente des Diphthongs i unter Verengung der zweiten Komponente zu afries. '. 110 If Spenter is right, then this word belongs to this sample, and not to regular (12). kleaune (MoFris) 'ball (of wool, etc)'. According to Spenter, this word had /e.w/ in Old Frisian from Gmc *eu. 111 This reconstruction is confirmed by the dialect map in Van der Veen, Versloot and Rypma. 112 In the north, the west and the middle of the language area fronting and deletion of j changed a broken form into /klö. n( )/. However, a pure, broken variety still shows up: kl(j)owen. Some places in the south-east have /kli.uw n/, which form may result from analogy under influence of the bliuwe verbs, but Dutch interference from klieuwen cannot be ruled out either. Alternatively, another course of events is also conceivable: Gmc *eu showed up in Old Frisian as i , which would yield *kli wen; 113 with deletion of j and raising of the stem vowel one would also arrive at /kle.w n/, and again with the same contemporary manifestations. reaf (MoFris) 'skein'. According to Hof, in the north this word is still found without v-weakening: reaf /r . f/. 114 115 Hof also observed a lowered variety /r .w/, but this may be a remnant of the Old Frisian form after v-weakening and contraction.
It appears that the cases above are rather unclear; this is even more the case in the following words:
(17) kleau 'split, crevice', kleauwe 'to split'. Du kloof and ON klauf suggest a Germanic etymon *klauf for the noun. This would have resulted in *kl f for Old Frisian. Indeed, we find klâve in Holthausen or, in Hofmanns improved edition, kla(u)wa. For the verb, van Helten assumed an early Old Frisian *kleuwa ('aus *klêva(n)'). Maybe, it is better to depart from Gmc *klaubjan, which would yield / :/ in Old Frisian. The modern pronunciation for both categories is /kljo.w/, which should have a source /kle.w/, and which still is the form in the Hylpen dialect. 116 leauwe (MoFris), both noun 'belief' and verb 'to believe'. According to Miedema, the verb is the reflex of OFris lêva. 117 He points to Gothic galaubjan for the umlaut factor that brought about ê. One would therefore expect Jorwert Breaking to have resulted in ljouwe, and indeed this form does exist, albeit in the margins of the language area. 118 Nevertheless, in the larger part of the province the pronunciation is /ljo.w /, at first sight corresponding to the area where bliuwe etc. is pronounced as /bljo.w /, so that analogy may have played a role here. However, modern leauwe is not only a verb, but also a noun. In Old Frisian the two were kept apart, the noun having the form lâva. It is possible therefore that /a:/ in this noun was raised as in similar cases, that it was accompanied by the corresponding verb in the / :/-stage, and that Jorwert Breaking was applied not earlier than the /e:/-stage -a scenario comparable with what was assumed for kleauw, kleauwe above, which would explain the form 
The two e's revisited
If the analysis of the last sample of words in the preceding subsection holds water, this would imply that words with original /a:/, in the course of raising, did not use the potential possibility to apply Jorwert Breaking in the stage of / :/. This might indicate that there was an aversion towards Jorwert Breaking at the lowest level, i.e. the change / .w/ > /j .w/. Such an aversion seems to be confirmed by the following sample of words, all of which had short e in their stem originally. They underwent Jorwert Breaking, but with such a result that one is compelled to conclude that they were involved in the transition /e.w/ > /jo.w/. Some of them show /o(:)/, which is difficult to explain by other means, while others show /u(. )/ in Modern Frisian, which must be raised from an o-sound. Moreover, in one case we even encounter fronting to /ö. / or /ö:/, which is not conceivable on the basis of /j .w/. The following words are relevant:
(18) gjoele, probably Middle Frisian or Late Old Frisian. Postma reports that in old inventories he had found the following words for Dutch gaffel 'gaff, fork': gyoele, guel or guele, joele, juile and jole. 119 The etymological dictionaries mention gafala for Old Saxon and gafol, geafel for Old English. With fronting of short *a, we may assume *gevle for Old Frisian. In three of Postma's six forms g is deleted before j, which is not uncommon in Frisian. 120 I suppose that jole is the form after Jorwert Breaking, possibly also gyoele and joele, but these forms might also show raising to u before l. Presumably, guel, guele and juil show influences of palatalization. griowa, griowe (Old Frisian) 'to dig'. In his 'Berichtigungen und Nachträge', Holthausen, gives the notation greva, which points to a short stem vowel (the lemma in the original dictionary had grêva). Addition of the suffix -inge resulted in *grevinge, the base for a number of water names. 121 In Grûns (< Grons) we find raising to u. Palatalization of the cluster /jo.w/ has resulted in Greuns. The compound Greventerp stands at the basis of the palatalized place-name Greonterp (/grö. nt rp/). 122 jowen (Old Frisian) 'even', also in jowncristen 'fellow-Christian'. Van Helten also mentions the derivations onjown 'ungleich' and jowns 'gleichfalls', and Hoekstra adds two further attestations of this form in If the words listed above have in fact undergone the transition /e.w/ > /jo.w/, then one wonders how this is possible. In section 4.3, we assumed that in lengthening short e + w would change in quality as little as possible, and hence would result in the diphtong / .w/. The segment / ./ could have been part in the general tendency towards raising, which would have resulted in /e.w/. But (18) seems to contain very early examples of Jorwert Breaking, and it can be questioned whether raising had made enough progress at the time. Another possibility is that the result of lenghtening of / w/ was not / .w/, as we assumed thus far, but /e.w/. Lengthening of / / > /e:/ was not uncommon in West Germanic languages, cf. Dutch gebed and its plural gebeden as a clear example. In discussing lengthening in anlaut, Hoekstra also assumes a pattern / / > /e:/ for Old Frisian. 130 In his view, these sounds build a natural pair for the older stages of Old Frisian. In a subsequent article, Hoekstra still assumes a three level system, both for the short and the long vowels, and the middle levels are occupied by / / and /e:/, respectively. 131 If it could be taken for granted that the cases in (18), with original short , as a result of lengthening were involved in the Jorwert Breaking /e.w/ > /jo.w/, then one might wonder how other cases of short plus w fared. For the relevant words in (11) in section 4.3 we assumed that they obeyed the rule of / .w/ > /j .w/, but actually this might occur one level higher without any problem, so at the level of /e.w/ > /jo.w/, since its result, thanks to the position in open syllable, is a possible input for the lowering rule, eventually ending in /j .w/ again. By the very existence of this lowering process, it remains indecisive whether we are dealing with Jorwert Breaking at the lowest or at the middle level.
So, if in principle it is possible for words with short e as a stem vowel to be eliminated in Jorwert Breaking of the lowest level, how about stems with original / :/? In principle, these could be eliminated, too. The cases of Jorwert Breaking in (10) all show an output /j .w/ in open syllable, so again the route via /jo.w/ is not to be excluded out of hand. Therefore, it is to be expected that those people who doubt the existence of two kinds of e in Old Frisian (cf. section 2) will not readily change their minds on the basis of the facts of Jorwert Breaking. The existence of Jorwert Breaking / .w/ > /j .w/ cannot be proved on the basis of solid evidence.
Gysbert Japicx always spelled <eau> for the pronunciation just mentioned, according to Feitsma, De autografemen in het werk van Gysbert Japicx, 577. 134 Steller, Abriss der altfriesischen Grammatik, 59.
If it indeed were the case that the lowest level of Jorwert Breaking was never there -and perhaps its 'skipping' in the admittedly rather unclear samples (16) and (17) is perhaps the strongest indication for this positionthen such an outcome is not totally unexpected. The prediction should be remembered from section 2 that of the three levels the lowest is the most difficult to perform. If it turned out that the transition / .w/ > /j .w/ never took place, this might be a confirmation for the hypothesis.
It will have become clear by now that it is far from easy to make an unequivocal reconstruction for Jorwert Breaking. As an additional illustration, I shall now discuss one form, or rather a group of forms. It concerns the preterite and past participle of bliuwe 'to remain', and with it the corresponding forms of driuwe 'to drive', riuwe 'to lace', skriuwe 'to write', triuwe 'to push', wriuwe 'to rub', and also priuwe 'to taste':
(19) bleau(wen), bleaun, etc. These preterite and participle forms of the verb bliuwe 'to remain' are pronounced as bljou [blj .w], bljoun (also bljound or bloun) in the south, but also in the north-west. The Germanic stem vowel of the preterite singular ai should have shown up as / :/ in Old Frisian; 132 we can still observe this in the writings of the poet Gysbert Japicx (1603-1666). 133 The present-day pronunciation /bl . f/ in a small area in the north-west is compatible with that open quality. So, the southern dialectical varieties receive an explanation if we assume that the quality of the stem vowel of the preterite singular spread towards the preterite plural and the participle. However, in the major part of the province the pronuciation is /blö. (n)/ nowadays. This palatalized form points to /jo.w/ as input, not /j .w/, which would have fronted to /j .w/ or something similar. However, in Frisian such a sound does not exist, which might explain why it was raised to the sound which is closest, i.e. /ö.e/. On the other hand, it is equally possible that the difference should be traced in a change in the input. However, in this case the problem is how to arrive at alleged /e.w/. Analogy on the preterite plural or even past participle is not obvious, as originally this was /i/. 134 Hence, it is tempting to recall the discussion about the two e's. For one thing, if the breaking product is /jo.w/, then the form /j .w/ at the fringes of the language area could easily be accounted for by taking recourse to the lowering rule. But then we are nevertheless left with the bleaf-area in the north-west, and maybe also for a small area in the east, where Hof records the pronunciation bl .ewen. In short, with the one e the form bleaf is left unexplained, and with the other the derivation of the fronted form is difficult. On the basis of these facts one is inclined to assume a dialectical existence of two different 'e's already in the Old Frisian period, but it will be hard to find independent evidence for such a position.
Summary
In the introduction to this section, I expressed some provisos with respect to the ability to give a reconstruction of Jorwert Breaking in separate words.
As to the exact interpretation of spellings as well as in the area of pronunciation one comes across lots of uncertainties that can disturb a clear view of the real course of events. In this light, it is nevertheless striking how well the hypothesized system, as it is sketched in section 2, is corroborated. In addition, it is especially important to keep an eye on subsequent processes. For instance, in some cases palatalization yields a different result than expected; in particular, the later raisings (o: > u(:)) and especially the lowerings (u: > o: and o: > .w) considerably disturb the outcome of Jorwert Breaking. When we take these later processes into account, then Jorwert Breaking, as it is sketched in section 2, can be recognized quite well in the material which has passed down to us. This is most clearly the case with regard to the transition /i.w/ > /ju.w/, but it can be upheld for the transition one level lower, i.e. /e.w/ > /jo.w/ as well. However, much more problematic is the hypothetically presupposed transition / .w/ > /j .w/. The very availability of the independent lowering process /jo.w/ > /j .w/ prevents us from proving the existence of Jorwert Breaking at the lowest level, but neither can its nonexistence be proven either. However this may be, from this overview of Frisian word material the point made in section 2 still stands, namely that in Jorwert Breaking vowel height is constant.
IMPLEMENTATION
In the preceding section, an overview was given of those words in West Frisian that underwent Jorwert Breaking. Although we may assume that this list is fairly complete, it nevertheless gives a one-sided picture in that only the outcome of the process is presented. It offers no information about how the change was performed, how fast, at which time, and how many of the potential words were involved. In this section, I would like to address some of these questions.
To be sure, these questions are more readily put than answered. We are dealing here with a historical process; we have no contemporary witnesses.
For these random checks, I skipped the transition i.w > ju.w. The reason is the unreliability of the orthography. For instance, a historical spelling like iu can be interpreted in two ways, broken or unbroken. The sign +i, can represent both i or j, and the same can be said of the sign +u,: both /u/ or the semivowel w come into mind. Therefore, I confine myself to Jorwert Breaking of both 'e's. 136 Feitsma, De autografemen in het werk van Gysbert Japicx, 468.
And the sources, as will be well known, are scarce. Frisian has a modest written tradition, and the diversity of text sorts is equally modest. Some words can hardly, if at all, be found in historical texts. Especially after c.1550 the stream almost runs dry, and this situation continues for a century or so. At the very beginning of the written tradition, the Old West Frisian legal codexes provide a fair amount of linguistic material, but the repertoire is limited, and such a codex remains a relatively instantaneous exposure in itself. In comparison, the Old Frisian charters present a much more useful source for our purposes. They constitute an ongoing stream of texts, roughly from the end of the fourteenth until de middle of the sixteenth century. Moreover, all these texts are dated. Since they are bound to a certain place and are written by a certain writer, they are also important for dialectical research, although it must be admitted that the database of the charters in the Frisian institute at the University in Groningen is not equipped well enough at the present time for such special purposes. So, I leave the dialectical aspect for what it is. To be sure, research into the emergence and further development is a time consuming affair; I have left it with some random checks, which nevertheless provided enough useful data to get the beginning of a picture. 135 When looking into these historical sources, it is hard to make up a consistent picture from the data. A well known example of Jorwert Breaking is MoFris jûn 'evening'. In the medieval charters, this is mostly jond. Codex Unia, generally considered to be the most conservative Old West Frisian manuscript, still has ewend, which is consistent. However, it would be too hasty to conclude that Jorwert Breaking as a whole had settled before charters were compiled in Old Frisian.
Take the past participle of modern bliuwe 'to remain', for example. In the charters, this form does not show completed application of Jorwert Breaking -the figures never exceed two-thirds of the potential instances. Nor is it true that the cases of Jorwert Breaking typically show up at the end of the period. For instance, in the years 1503, 1519 and 1543 we still find the spelling bleven. Moreover, according to Feitsma, the seventeenth-century poet Gysbert Japix had no Jorwert Breaking in this form. 136 To be sure, the preterite in an area in the north-west of Fryslân today still has the form bleaf, so also without v-vocalization. Could it be that jûn 'evening' underwent Jorwert Breaking so early and so completely because the breaking product /jo.w/ was reanalyzed in such a way that j was no longer considered to be part of the thriphthong, but rather as the onset of the complete syllable, which would create a more common syllable structure according to a CV pattern? 137 This might seem to be a plausible explanation but appears not to be supported by the facts. Take the Old Frisian etymon for MoFris ivich 'eternal', which occurs relatively frequently in the charters. Only in about 30% of the cases does it show signs of having undergone Jorwert Breaking, and its adverbial derivative with suffix -lik (jowelika, iouwelike, joulike) scores even lower. In this instance, Jorwert Breaking manifests itself most frequently in the second half of the fifteenth century, but after 1500 the relative number rapidly diminishes. This pattern matches with the modern form ivich, which shows neither Jorwert Breaking nor even v-weakening. Furthermore, in the charters, a loanword like eventure 'unforseen event' never shows Jorwert Breaking, but the same applies to such native words as ewen wol 'however' and ewa 'law', although, again, the relevant material is minimal.
That a word displays Jorwert Breaking in the Old Frisian period, but later stops doing so, is not an accident. Of course, I do not refer to words that vanished from the lexicon, such as jouel 'property', jouwe 'law' or jouwinge 'custom'. Also words like MoFris graaf 'count' and grave 'to dig' do not count in this respect. At least, it seems that these forms are loans from Dutch rather than continuations of their Old Frisian ancestors, whether broken or not. A word like neef 'cousin', not broken nowadays, must also be a Dutch loan, since Frisian short /e/ is not lengthened in open syllables, and the same applies to a word like even 'even, equal'.
There are even some words that never betrayed a sign of Jorwert Breaking. They include the following:
(20) Uncertainty will -inevitably, I am afraid -remain concerning the exact commencement and extent of the broken pronunciations. As such, I would like to refer again to section 3, to the discussion of the easy transition between the various pronunciations of the word sleau. Nevertheless, without exaggeration, it can be maintained that the heyday of Jorwert Breaking must have been in the late Old Frisian period.
CONCLUSION
In Old West Frisian a falling diphthong, consisting of a front vowel and the glide w, may convert into a rising diphthong, or rather a triphthong, with a back vowel as a nucleus and with an initial glide j. This change, which for want of a better term I have dubbed 'Jorwert Breaking' here, can be characterized as natural, if we assume that the stress within the diphthong moved backwards. Only then can the process have followed in a direct way. In this derivation, vowel height remains constant. Thus, assuming a system of four vowel heights, the change was threefold: i.w > ju.w, e.w > jo.w and .w > j .w. This analysis clearly differs from the idea that was upheld until now, which assumed that for each vowel height the core of the change be performed at the highest level i.w > ju.w. Evidence for my analysis can be found in the phonetics of the process itself, and is supported by data from English and the dialect of the Frisian island of Schiermonnikoog. The main source of evidence, however, is provided by the Frisian words that underwent the change, although it turned out that tracing their precise development is far from easy. This is due to several factors, such as a lack of data and uncertainty about older spellings. A disturbing factor is the fact that in the relevant period other changes were taking place as well. At the input side we see raising of front vowels, and, more seriously, at the output of Jorwert Breaking, processes were active such as lowering in open syllables, raising before l and n, and fronting and sometimes subsequent shortening of back vowels under the influence of preceding j. However, putting these influences aside, we see that the inventory of Frisian words offers clear support for the hypothesis that the change was a direct one. One point remains unresolved, however: it cannot be proven -nor disproven, for that matter -that the transition .w>j .w actually did occur. This is in line with the long-standing question of whether Old Frisian had one or two long e's.
Finally, among the three main branches of Frisian, Jorwert Breaking can only be observed in West Frisian. Its heyday must have been in the late Middle Ages, although it cannot be fully excluded that the transition also occurred at later periods. From the Old West Frisian data, a rather diffuse picture emerges. It is certainly not the case that all potential input words underwent the change, and sometimes only a part of the tokens that have come down to us show the case.
